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Abstract—Resource discovery is a challenging issue in un-
structured peer-to-peer networks. Blind search approaches,
including flooding and random walks, are the two typical
algorithms used in such systems. Blind flooding is not scalable
because of its high communication cost. On the other hand, the
performance of random walks approaches largely depends on
the random choice of walks. Some informed mechanisms use
additional information, usually obtained from previous queries,
for routing. Such approaches can reduce the traffic overhead
but they limit the query coverage. Furthermore, they usually
rely on complex protocols to maintain information at each peer.

In this paper, we propose two schemes which can be used to
improve the search performance in unstructured peer-to-peer
networks. The first one is a simple caching mechanism based on
resource descriptions. Peers that offer resources send periodic
advertisement messages. These messages are stored into a cache
and are used for routing requests. The second scheme is a
dynamic Time-To-Live (TTL) enabling messages to break their
horizon. Instead of decreasing the query TTL by 1 at each hop,
it is decreased by a value v such as 0 < v < 1. Our aim is not
only to redirect queries towards the right direction but also to
stimulate them in order to reliably discover rare resources. We
then propose a Dynamic Resource Discovery Protocol (DRDP)
which uses the two previously described mechanisms. Through
extensive simulations, we show that our approach achieves a
high success rate while incurring a low search traffic.

Keywords-Unstructured Peer-to-Peer networks; Resource
discovery; Dynamic-TTL; P2P computing

I. INTRODUCTION

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems are considered as an efficient

paradigm to build large scale distributed applications such

as file sharing or distributed computing.

These systems are often classified into two main cate-

gories: structured and unstructured P2P systems. Structured

P2P overlays (e.g., Chord [1], CAN [2], Pastry [3], etc.)

impose strict constraints on network topology and data

location whereas unstructured P2P architectures have no

such requirement. Due to their simplicity and their high

robustness, most of P2P applications operate on unstructured

P2P networks. However, one important challenge in such

environments is the resource discovery problem: How can a

peer p that needs a particular resource r, efficiently find a

node that provides it.

The basic resource location schemes adopted in unstruc-

tured P2P environments are usually based on blind search

mechanisms such as flooding or random walks [4]. However,

these methods are not highly efficient since peers are ran-

domly connected to each other which induce a lot of useless

queries propagating over the network.

In pure flooding, a peer sends the query to all its neighbors

which, in turn, propagate it to all their own neighbors, and

so on. The query starts with an initial Time-To-Live (TTL)

which is decreased by one at each hop. It is discarded

whenever the resource is found or the message TTL expires.

The farthest peers which can be reached with a given TTL

are often referred to as the horizon. As shown in [4] [5],

this approach generates a significant amount of messages.

In random walks approaches [4] [6], a query message is

forwarded to a randomly chosen neighbor at each step until

the resource is found. Although, it cuts down the message

overhead significantly, this method decreases the success

rate especially when looking for rare resources. A simple

proposed improvement is to initially generate k messages

rather than only 1. Likewise, the network topology and the

random choices made at each forwarding step have a great

impact of the performance of this approach. Our approach

for resource discovery seeks to retain the simplicity of the

two previously described schemes, while greatly improving

their performance. In this paper, we propose a Dynamic

Resource Discovery Protocol (DRDP) which combines a

cache-based approach with dynamic TTL strategy in order to

efficiently route queries towards peers offering the requested

resources.

Our objectives through this design are to provide a high

success rate for queries while still maintaining a low over-

head. The resulting protocol is simple, easy to implement

and does not require complex signaling and synchronization

between peers.

We evaluate our approach, through extensive simulations,

in accordance with several performance metrics including

the success rate and the search cost. Simulation results show

that our mechanism reduces the search cost and increases the

success rate.

The contributions of our work are:

• A simple but efficient cache system based on resource

description.

• A cache-based routing scheme aiming at forwarding

messages towards resource location.

• A dynamic TTL which enables messages to break their

horizon when necessary while still maintaining a low



overhead.

• A set of schemes which can be used to improve

the performance of existing search protocols based on

caching and TTL.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

presents an overview of search mechanisms in unstructured

P2P networks. Section III details the cache-based and the

dynamic TTL approaches to improve search performance in

unstructured P2P networks. A new protocol, called DRDP, is

proposed and evaluated in Section IV. Section V concludes

the paper and outlines future works.

II. RELATED WORK

A large amount of work carried out in P2P systems and

tackle, in particular, the resource discovery problem. As

the most existing search algorithms in unstructured P2P

networks are flooding-based mechanisms such as in Gnutella

[7], a set of studies focus on that problem and propose

different enhancements in order to improve search efficiency.

Service discovery schemes fall into three main categories:

forwarding-based, cache-based and overlay optimization.

In forwarding based mechanisms, instead of sending the

message to all its neighbors, a peer selects a subset of

neighbors to forward the message to. In k-random walks

[4] scheme, a query is forwarded to k neighbors from

the query originator. For each walk, the query is for-

warded to one neighbor randomly selected. Because of their

blindness property, random walks based methods are non-

deterministic. Although having usually a low search cost,

the success rate greatly depends on the random choice of

neighbors to forward the query to.

The message forwarding strategy proposed in [8] uses

feedback from previous searches to probabilistically guide

future queries. Similar approaches are proposed in [9] [10]

on which queries are also forwarded to a set of neighbors

according to statistics of previous queries content. ARPS

presented in [11] is another weighted probabilistic forward-

ing mechanism where queries are forwarded according to

the node degree distribution and resource popularity.

Normalized Flooding [12] approach is similar to flooding,

except that each node sends the message only to a set of

its neighbors. Consider that λ is the minimum degree (i.e.,

number of neighbors) of a given node. If the node has more

than λ neighbors, then it randomly selects only λ neighbors

to send the query to. In [13], Reza et al. introduce hybrid

algorithm that combines flooding with random walks. It

uses flooding to find, say k, outer nodes and then starts

k independent random walks from these nodes. In the

expanding ring [4] query propagation mechanism, the peer

forwards the query with a small TTL and waits to see if

the search is successful. If it is, the peer stops the flooding.

Otherwise, it initiates another lookup with a larger TTL.

However, even if it this mechanism can partially solve the

TTL selection problem, it does not take into consideration

the message duplication issue.

As mentioned before, other service discovery approaches

are based on caching mechanisms. In [14], Doulkeridis

et al. propose an XML based caching approach. XML

documents are used to describe resources stored on remote

peers and are stored into caches. Searching for a document

is performed using flooding and looking in the caches.

When a matching document is found, the remote peer is

directly contacted, but the flooding continues. Caches are

filled when matches are found and decay over time. The

main drawback of this approach is that caches are only

built during successful searches, introducing a cold start

phase. IAC [15] is an Interest-Aware Caching mechanism.

Peers can advertise their resources. Only peers interested

in these resources can store advertisements in their local

caches. When performing a search process, a peer looks in

its local cache for an appropriate matching. If a local cache

search fails the random walks based search mechanism is

used. The Distributed Resource Location Protocol proposed

in [16] requires that the collected results have to follow the

query path.

Some other solutions have been proposed taking advan-

tage of the network topology in order to enhance the system

performance. In GUESS [17], searches are performed by

iteratively contact different super-peers that in turn ask their

leaf-nodes for the requested object. In Gnutella2 [18], a

super-peer that receives a query from a leaf node forwards it

to its relevant leaves and to its neighboring super-peers. The

latter forwards it to their relevant leaves. In order to reduce

the overhead in such hybrid model, the number of leaf-

nodes per super-peer must be kept high. This is considered

as an important requirement in order to reduce message

forwarding cost and increase the number of discovered

objects. Other studies (e.g., [19] [20]) dynamically adapt

the network topology according to peers’ interests.

Overall, several search schemes have been proposed to

address the resource discovery issue in unstructured net-

works. Blind search mechanisms are either not scalable or

have a low success rate. Other mechanisms, such as [8]

and [15] maintain local information for routing but mostly

improve performance for similar queries. Adding super-

peer can reduce the search cost, at the expense of a lower

reliability, as a super-peer can become a single point of

failure for its cluster. It also introduces constraints on the

topology, increasing the network maintenance cost.

III. PROTOCOL DESIGN

This section gives an overview of the basic principles

of DRDP. It also details the key components used in its

design including the cache update strategies and dynamic

TTL-based forwarding.



A. Overview

A resource discovery mechanism often involves two major

operations: the query routing and the query matching. The

goal of DRDP is to provide an efficient message forwarding

mechanism in a pure P2P environment. Instead of blindly

routing queries to all neighborhood peers, a peer will try to

forward a message towards peers that are the most likely

to have the requested resource(s). To achieve this purpose,

DRDP combines two simple but efficient mechanisms. First,

it is based on a push-pull model where available resources

are advertised through specific messages. Each peer in the

network maintains a set of caches, one for each of its links.

These caches are used for temporarily storing the received

description of resources. This information can later be used

to narrow down the number of neighbors to forward the

query to and hence find requested resource(s) with a limited

number of queries. If no match is found in the cache, DRDP

can use either flooding or random walks. Second, we adopt a

dynamic TTL-based approach to increase the probability to

find a requested resource. This strategy is used whenever

a cached resource description matches a request. It can

be viewed as a way to stimulate the query to follow the

direction from which the matching advertisement came.

From now on, we use will the term grant node to refer to a

peer that advertises its resources by sending grant messages.

A peer looking for resources is referred as search node and

can generate request messages. However, these roles are not

exclusive, since any peer can act as both a grant and search

node.

As illustrated in Figure 1, DRDP performs three main

tasks: resource advertising (peer p3), resource requesting

(peer p1) and message redirection (peer p2).

Figure 1. The basic operations of DRDP approach

B. Caching

Each peer has a cache associated to each of its links. As

an example, a peer having 5 neighbors will have 5 different

caches. An entry in a cache is composed of 2 fields: a

timestamp and the description of the advertised or queried

resource(s). As opposed to the usual caching schemes, we

do not store the originator of the message as we do not

perform direct connection. Rather, we try to maintain enough

information allowing an efficient message routing.

The main benefit from having a cache per link is that

messages pertaining to similar resources, but emitted by

different peers, will be aggregated into one single entry. This

resource aggregation policy ensures a small cache size. More

formally, let cache{i,j} be the cache system associated to the

incoming link connecting peer i to its neighbor j. Figure 2

illustrates the per-link cache based approach. In particular,

it exhibits the per-link cache system associated to peer p3

(p3-cache). Arrows represent paths taken by advertisements

generated by grant peers (p1, p4, p5, p6, p7) before being

received by peer p3.

For instance, peer p3 has received two advertisements for

the same resource [r3], one generated by p6 and the other

by p1. As both advertisements are forwarded by the same

neighbor p2, only one entry will be added to cache{p3,p2}.

It is possible that a resource description might occupy an

entry in more than one per-link cache if related messages

(generated by different peers) were routed through more than

on link. A simple illustration is also given by Figure 2 where

the peer p3 has received the same resource [r1] from p4 and

p7. In this case, one entry will be added in cache{p3,p4}

and the other one in cache{p3,p7}. Using the cache content

associated to peer incoming links, each node tries to identify

the best possible node either to serve a search peer’s request

or to better use grant peer resources.
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Figure 2. The per-link cache system of the peer p3

Cached resources description could become out-of-date

under resource dynamicity. The longer a resource is cached,

the more stale it becomes. Finding a balance between

caching and inconsistency is the key to achieve good perfor-

mance. For this reason, each cached resource description has

an associated cache lifetime clt to limit the occupation and

maintain an up-to-date information. If clt has been expired,

the resource will be automatically removed. Moreover, a

peer tries to maintain in the cache only the most recent

information about advertised (resp. requested) resources.

More precisely, whenever a message is received, the peer

extracts the description of different resources. For each

resource r, it first checks if there is an associated cache entry.

If an entry is found, the peer updates this entry. Otherwise,



a new one is added to the cache associated to the link from

which the current message is received. Thus, a new message

will always overwrite previous cache entries. Each cache has

a limited size cs that confines the number of entries per link.

Once the cache is full, the First In First Out (FIFO) cache

replacement policy is used to keep the most recent entries in

the cache. An important property is that the cache size does

not depend on the number of peers in the network. Rather,

it depends on the number of different resource classes due

to resource aggregation policy.

C. DRDP forwarding strategies

There are two forwarding strategies in our protocol,

depending on the cache content and the type of the message

to be routed. The default strategy relies on blind search ap-

proaches and is used when no particular cached information

is available. The second is a cache-based routing scheme

and is adopted when a matched information is found. Based

on the cache content, two routing decisions will be taken: to

which neighbor(s) the query will be relayed to and by which

value the current query TTL will be decreased?

1) Forwarding: When receiving a request message, a

peer looks into its caches. When matches are found, the

message is forwarded to a randomly selected link among the

matching links. If no such link is found, then the message

is flooded. Grant messages are forwarded using random

walks, except when a match is found in a cache. In that

case, they are forwarded like request messages. The random

walks ensure a distribution of advertisements at a lower

cost than flooding. Therefore, the more advertisements are

spread in the network, the better the information in the

caches is. When a matching is found, the single forwarding

helps propagating the message towards a peer requesting the

resource.

2) Dynamic TTL: We adopt two different handling of

messages’TTL, based on their type. Grant messages’ TTL

are always decremented by 1 at each forwarding step.

Request messages benefit from a slightly different scheme.

When receiving a request, a peer will decrement its TTL

based on the cache content. If a matching is (resp. not)

found, the TTL is decremented by a value 0 < v < 1 (resp.

1). The idea is to give an incentive to requests going in the

direction of the needed resource.

For better understanding, consider the scenario depicted

in Figure 3 which illustrates a query routing example. The

TTL value is initially set to 2 and the decrement value v is

fixed to 0.5. Peer p5 acts as a grant node and p1 as a search

peer. Under the same setting, we compare the query routing

process using the DRDP approach and the basic flooding

mechanism.

We assume that cache{p1,p2}, cache{p2,p3}, cache{p3,p4}

and cache{p4,p5} hold information about a resource ad-

vertised by p5. Therefore, a query sent by p1 will get a

positive feedback from the caches and thus will have its TTL

decreased by 0.5. At each step, it is sent to the neighbor

from which the resource advertisement has been received.

Indeed, the request message is delivered along the overlay

path (p1, p2, p3, p4, p5). In this scenario, only four nodes are

queried in order to locate the requested resource.

Now, consider the same scenario using a simple flooding

mechansim for the query routing. Figure 3 shows that eight

nodes are visited along the query search process. Although,

in this particular example, flooding generates many more

messages than DRDP, it fails to locate the requested re-

source. This is not surprising since the resource is located

at 4 hops from the peer p1 and the initial TTL value was

set to 2. Increasing the initial TTL value will improve the

search but also greatly increase the number of messages.

Figure 3. A simple comparison of DRDP and flooding when using the
dynamic-TTL forwarding strategy

Before performing a request forwarding process, a peer

performs a search operation looking for the best neighbor.

The best neighbor algorithm records the number of matched

resources received from each direction. The request is then

sent to the peer that forwarded the largest number of

resources. If there is more than one best neighbor, one peer

will be randomly selected. This ensures a load balancing

by the fact that at each routing operation, message will be

randomly send to a neighbor from the subset of the best

forwarders. Algorithms 1 and 2 respectively give the best

neighbor selection and request forwarding process where we

use the following notations:

• q(f, n, ttl,R = [r1, r2, ..., rx]) is a request message,

looking for [r1, r2, ..., rx] forwarded by peer f and

received by node n.

• v is the TTL decrement value.

• N (n) is the neighborhood set of peer n. It is defined

as all peers that are located at exactly one hop from n.

Through the cache system design and the dynamic TTL,

it is possible to forward a request message with a ttl < 1.

If we denote by hmax the maximum number of hops that

can be performed by a given query, then hmax = ttl
v

. This

strongly depends on: i) the cache content, ii) the resource

location, in terms of hop distance, from the requester peer.

Table I summarizes the different forwarding strategies

used in DRDP.



Algorithm 1 Best Neighbor(s) Selection

Require: q(f, n, ttl,R = [r1, r2, ..., rx]), {f, i} ∈ N (n)
Ensure: BN

1: for p ∈ N (n) do

2: for r ∈ R do

3: find r that matches(r) forwarded by p

4: if r is found then

5: matchesNbrq(p) ← matchesNbrq + 1
{increment number of matched resources for-

warded by p}
6: end if

7: end for

8: end for

9: BN ← Forwarders(Max( matchesNbrq))
10: return BN

Algorithm 2 Dynamic TTL-based forwarding

Require: q(f, n, ttl,R = [r1, r2, ..., rx]), {f, i} ∈ N (n)
1: BN ← BestNeighborSelection(N (n), q)
2: if BN 6= ∅ then

3: pick up i, such as i ∈ BN
4: ttl← ttl − v

5: send q to i

6: else

7: ttl← ttl − 1
8: send q to N (n) except f

9: end if

In this section we have presented two simple schemes

(caching and dynamic TTL) and various routing policies.

Although, as we will see in the next section, they can directly

be used to build a specific protocol, we believe they can be

integrated in existing one. Any search algorithm based on

TTL and informed search can be modified to accommodate

a dynamic TTL and improve its performance.

IV. A DYNAMIC RESOURCE DISCOVERY PROTOCOL AND

ITS EVALUATION

In this section, we present simulation results to evaluate

the performance of DRDP. The first part focuses on a

comparative study of the proposed scheme with the flooding

and random walks approaches under a set of performance

metrics. The second part analyzes the impact of DRDP

parameters on its performance. A cycle based simulator

[21] was used for both modeling the network topology and

simulating the behavior of different approaches in a Grid

environment.

A. Context

In the context of Grid system, resources are characterized

by their diversity. In such system, users often need to

discover software or hardware resources based on extensible

set of resource descriptions. When submitting a job, users

Table I
MESSAGE FORWARDING POLICIES

cache content grant message request message

cache matching - one walk
- static TTL

- one walk
- dynamic TTL

no cache mathing - k random walks
- static TTL

- flooding
- static TTL

has to specify its requirements like memory, disk space,

operating system. In the following, we consider a P2P Grid

environment with a set of N peers where grant peers offer

resources such as free disk space, CPU cycles, memory, etc.

A user issues a query q through so called search peers

and provides a description of the required resources R =
(r1, r2, ...rx). It can be a single resource (e.g., storage

resource)or a set (e.g, storage resource AND a comput-

ing resource) of independent resources. When receiving

a request, a grant peer looks whether it matches any of

its available resources R = (r1, r2, ...ry). If so, matched

resources are removed from the request and an acknowledge

message is sent back to the search peer. The query, with

the remaining resources, is then forwarded using the chosen

scheme (flooding, random walks, DRDP). Note that, in our

simulations, all requests are generated such that for each

requested resource r there is at least one matching resource

r provided by the network.

B. Simulation environment

The parameters that determine the simulation scenarios

fall into three basic classes: network topology, querying

model and resource distribution.

Network model. In the simulation study presented in this

paper, we mainly use random graph topologies.

Message distribution. In DRDP approach two basic mes-

sages are generated: request messages and grant messages.

However, in flooding and random walks approaches only

request messages are generated. In all approaches, we use

exponential distribution as a message generator model, i.e.,

the time interval (in simulation cycles) between two con-

secutive messages generated by a given peer follows an

exponential distribution.

Resources. The role of each peer is randomly assigned at

start up time based on the grant nodes (Ng) and search nodes

(Ns) parameters. Without any loss of generality, we have

used integers to describe resources during the simulation.

The number of different resource classes is specified through

the number of resource classes (rc). The maximum number

of resources that a peer can request in a single query is

defined by number of requested resources per query (nsr).

A search peer sends a query and waits for replies from grant

peers. Each grant peer holds a set of resources. This number

is randomly selected at initialization time and is specified

by number of resources per grant peer (ngr). Unless stated

otherwise, simulations are based on the default parameters



Table II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

parameters default values

network size (N ) 10000

peer average degree (avgd) 6

grant nodes (Ng) 4000

search nodes (Ns) 6000

number of resource classes (rc) 3000

number of resources per grant peer (ngr) [10 − 80]
number of requested resources per query (nsr) [1 − 5]
mean query generation time (λ) 20000

mean grant generation time (µ) 30000

message cache life time (clt) 30000

maximum cache size (cs) 1000

TTL value (ttl) 3

DRDP decrement value (v) 0.3

walks number (k) 15

grant walks number (kg) 15

illustrated in Table II.

In this scenario, 40% of grant peers are selected out

from 10000 nodes, each offering a distinct number of

resources, ngr, fluctuating between 10 and 80. Resources,

distributed across the network, belong to 3000 types of

available resource classes, rc. Let p be the replication ratio

for a given resource r. This parameter is defined as the

number of resource “replicas” belonging to the same class

over the network size N . As an example, for N = 10000,

p(r) = 0.001 means that 10 replicas of r are available in

the network. Notice that p has a great impact on the search

process, at least in terms of successful searches, as the more

replicated a resource is, the higher the probability to find it.

C. Performance metrics

We consider three performance metrics to evaluate the

proposed approach: the success rate, the traffic overhead and

the cache hit rate.

Success rate. A query is successful if and only if all

requested resources specified in the query are found. Thus,

the success rate, denoted by s, is given by:

s =

∑Ns

i=1
si∑Ns

i=1
qi

where si, qi present respectively the number of successful

searches and the number of queries generated by peer i.

Traffic overhead. This metric is computed in terms of

the total number of queries sent or received by peers in

the network during the search process. It includes, grant

messages generated when using DRDP. Therefore, with a

topology of N nodes, the traffic overhead is given by:

t =

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

mi,j

such as mi,j is the number of messages forwarded by node

i and initiated by a node j.

Cache hit rate. This parameter, denoted by chr, is associ-

ated to DRDP approach. It defines the rate of messages that

have been routed based on the cached information, without

neither broadcasting the message to all neighbors nor a

random walk forwarding. The chr value of x% means that

out of 100 messages, including grant and search messages,

x messages are routed based on the cache content.

D. Simulation results

Due to the high number of parameters, it was not possible

to include all simulation results. In the remaining of this

section, only a subset of these results is presented.

1) Baseline scenario: This simulation scenario used the

simulation parameters reported in Table II. The simulation

parameters have been selected to fit a plausible Grid sce-

narios. In particular, the wide range of resource classes, cr,

reflects the resource heterogeneity in such an environment.

Moreover, the choice of the TTL value strongly depends on

the network size. As we simulate a network of 10000 nodes,

the ttl value was set to 3 (ttl = 3). A large TTL would result

in covering almost all of the nodes when using the flooding

scheme, which is unrealistic. Moreover, a low value of the

TTL parameter may not provide a fair comparison of the

random walk technique with both flooding and the DRDP

approaches. For this reason, we kept the same configuration

for the random walk approach and run additional simulations

where the TTL value was set to 15. We assume for each

generated query, a search peer requests nsr distinct resources

randomly selected such as nsr ∈ [1−5]. As aforementioned,

the search is considered as a success if and only if the nsr

resources are found. The replication ratio, p for all resources

available in the network does not exceed 0.009 as shown in

Figure 4.

Our objective through this scenario was to simulate the

situation where a peer can not only request n distinct

resources within a query but also requests scarce resources.

Figure 5 displays the success rate (s) during simulation

time. Before conducting a deeper analysis of these results,

we have to underline that the probability of a failed search

increases with the number of requested resources in a single

query. In that situation, a peer could succeed in locating a

subset of the needed resources but not all of them.

As we can clearly see, at the beginning of the simulation

period, DRDP and flooding schemes reach almost the same

success rate. However, in steady state, DRDP achieves the

highest success rate (around 0.57) and outperforms not only

flooding (0.45) but also the random walks (k = 15, ttl = 3,

ttl = 15) scheme in terms of successful searches. This can

be explained by the fact that at the start phase, caches are

almost empty (cold cache phase). So, as in the flooding

approach, queries are sent to all neighbors and the TTL is

decreased by 1 at each forwarding step (see Table I). Later,

once peers build their per-link caches, and thus learn more

information about the available resources in the network,
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Figure 6. Traffic overhead (cs = 250, ttl = 3)
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Figure 7. Cache hit rate distribution over peers (cs = 250)

the probability to find a matching increases. Therefore, the

dynamic TTL mechanism is used to efficiently forward the

query farther than the initial query coverage given by the ttl

parameter.

Keeping the same experimental settings, we measured the

traffic overhead in terms of number of routed messages.

We might expect DRDP to produce more overhead than

flooding because of the grant messages. We find that this

is compensated by the low number of request messages

routed across the network. Therefore, as shown in Figure

6, the number of messages generated by DRDP is lower

than that produced by the flooding. Again, due to the cache

matching, the cache based forwarding quickly reduces the

query flooding in favor of single forwarding. It is also

clear that the random walks reduces considerably the traffic

overhead but at the expense of a very low success rate. The

distribution of the cache hit rate over peers is presented

in Figure 7. It should be noticed that more than 50% of

peers routed more than 30% of received messages based on

their cached information. The low cache hit rate for some

peers is because they are located outside of the message

coverage and thus have an almost empty cache. This issue

can be addressed either by increasing the initial TTL or by

lowering the TTL decrement value (v), allowing messages

to go farther.

2) Impact of TTL parameter: In this scenario, we evaluate

the impact of message TTL on the performance of DRDP.

We perform additional simulations investigating the behavior

of the different schemes under various TTL values while

keeping the same simulation parameters as in previous

experiment.

Figure 8 depicts the success rate and the traffic overhead

while varying the TTL values. As expected, both the success

rate and the traffic overhead increase with the TTL. How-

ever, compared with flooding scheme, DRDP achieves the

highest success rate and the lowest overhead when the TTL

is respectively set to 1, 2, 3. Although the initial success rate

is similar when the TTL was set to 4, the traffic overhead

generated by DRDP is approximately twice lower than the

overhead produced by flooding. The main reason behind this

behavior is that the query horizon increases with the TTL

value. This favors the message duplication problem specially
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Figure 8. Success rate (a) and traffic overhead (b) under different ttl values

in blind search approaches.

Overall, the probability of finding a resource provided

by the network strongly depends on the chosen TTL value:

the wider the spreading of the query, the more matches are

found and the more traffic is generated. Despite this tradeoff,

DRDP approach still slightly affected, in terms of traffic

overhead, while increasing the TTL.

3) Impact of cache size value cs: In order to investigate

the behavior of DRDP approach under several configura-

tions, a set of simulations were performed to determine how

the cache size influences the performance metrics defined

above. As explained in Section III, the cache resource

aggregation policy ensures a small cache size compared, for

example, to the traditional cache approaches that typically

store the resource providers or maintain result sets of re-

sources previously discovered by similar queries.

Let csmax be the maximum cache size in terms of number

of cached resources. Assume that, for each resource class, a

peer p with a degree d receives at least one resource from

each link. In that case, csmax would be csmax = d × rc.

This means that, in all cases, cs is upper bounded by d×rc,

i.e., there is at most d× rc cache entries in peer cache.

Consider the same simulation environment shown in Table

II, Figure 9 exhibits the success rate (s) and the traffic

overhead (t) while only varying cache size cs. During

the simulation time, and even with a small cache size

(cs = 250), DRDP achieves high success rate and the

lowest overhead. Note that when cs = 0, DRDP behaves

as flooding in the sense that we do not apply the dynamic

TTL approach. As a result, the success rate achieved when

cs = 0 is the same as in the flooding approach (0.45) (see

Figure 5). Increasing cs can improve the success rate up to

a given value n. Increasing it beyond this value will not

have any impact neither the success rate nor on the traffic

overhead. This can be clearly observed through Figure 10

which reports the variation of the success rate (s), the traffic

overhead (t) and the cache hit rate (chr) when changing the

cache size (cs ∈ {0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250}).

As we can see, the success rate (s) increases as the cs

increases before be stabilized around 0.57 when cs was set

to 250. Unlike s, the traffic overhead (t) decreases while

increasing cs. It is also maintained constant for cs >= 250.

It should also noticed that the cache hit rate (chr) increases

with cs and it is maintained around 0.35 (i.e., 35% of

messages are routed based on the cache content) for the

same value for cs.

Note that under a P2P system when the resource repli-

cation ratio p is high, it is very common to receive the

same resource description from all or a high number of

neighbors. This can have an impact on the peer resource

view, i.e., the number of distinct resources that the peer is

aware of, specially when cs < csmax. Let us consider a

simple scenario where we assume that a resource r has 2
entries in the cache, each of them associated to different peer

cache link and new resource r′ is received when the peer

cache is full. In that case, we believe that it is more efficient

to remove an entry associated to r rather than removing

another resource with only one entry. Roughly speaking, to

avoid the occupation of one entry per link and so keep more

global view about resources provided by the system, we

may, for instance, specify a threshold value for the number

of resource replicas that can be maintained in the cache.

If the threshold value of resource r is reached, x replicas

associated to r will be removed first.

4) Impact of DRDP TTL decrement value v: In order

to study the impact of the DRDP decrement value (v), we

have measured the success rate and the total number of

messages routed within the network. Figure 11 demonstrates
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the performance of DRDP when varying the DRDP TTL

decrement values (v) against the flooding approach. As we

can see, comparing with a basic flooding, DRDP reaches

the highest success rate at the lowest cost when v was

respectively set to 0.2 and 0.3. Although the same success

rate is achieved when v = 0.4, DRDP still produces

the lowest overhead. We believe that further performance

improvement can be achieved by adaptively tune the v value

as function of the number of required resources.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed in this paper two schemes to improve

the search in unstructured peer-to-peer networks. First, sim-

ple caches are associated to each link of a peer. These caches

only store the resource description, not the owner, main-

taining a small footprint and allowing aggregation. Second,

a dynamic TTL scheme removes the horizon limitation of

Figure 11. success rate (s), traffic overhead (t) under different TTL
decrement values (v)

messages which are more likely to reach a peer providing the

needed resource. They do not require a complex coordination

between peers and can thus be added to existing informed

search protocols to improve their performance.

To demonstrate the usefulness of these mechanisms, we

have designed a simple search protocol, called DRDP, and

investigated its performance through simulations reproduc-

ing a realistic application. Compared to flooding it yields

to a lower number of messages despite the grant messages

sent by peer holding resources. Compared to random walks,

it greatly improves the success rate, especially with scarce

resources or complex queries.

Although simple in design, DRDP proves complex to

analyze due to the high number of parameters involved.

Futher experiments may be carried out to evaluate the

performance and scalability of our approach. This includes



a dynamic network (i.e., peer churn) and adaptive tuning of

DRDP parameters.
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